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Gentlemen:

In accordance with the provisions of contract NRC-02-84-001, we hereby enclose
the findings and comments by Mr. Edward N. Levine# Sr. Staff Geophysicist.
resulting from his participation in the subject workshop.

This workshop provided a good overview of the project to date. including
summary of current knowledge of the reference repository location (RRL] and the
surrounding area, as well as the direction and icope of work planned over the
next few fiscal years by Rockwell leading to selection and licensing of an RRL.

In accordance with the contract requirements, Mr. Levine has provided the NRC
with technical assistance in the review and assessment of the geophysical
programs completed. In progress and planned for the SWIP project. An In depth
data review is required to evaluate the data acquisition and data reduction
techniques and the adequacy of the interpretations of the geophysical data by
Rockwell Hanford Operations (RHO) and their contractors. Although RHO personnel
have made considerable progress in their knowledge and applications of various
geophysical techniques employed during the EWIP site investigations, consider-
able effort Is still required to prepare an integrated geophysical Interpreta-
tion In order to understand the various structures and features which occur In
the vicinity of the Hanford Reservation.

The cost breakdown for participation in subject workshop was sent to
Ms. Barbara Jessup of the NRC on March 23, 1984.

We wish to thank the commission for the opportunity to participate in this
workshop and In the review of this important project.

Sincerely yours,

8410010054 840328
PDR WMRES EECWOC
D-1003 PDR

WESTON GEOPHYSICAL CORPORATION

;?L'' e t? 2
I,',, Vincent J. Murphy

PrLncipal/Manager

PostOfficeBox 60s WestboroMasstchusetts01681 (617) 386.9101 I, . o/-
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--; QryN89 ON THE BASALT WASTE ISOLATION PRO3UCT rBWIPI
DOE/NRC Status Workshop on Geology. Richland. WA

March 13-15, 1983.

1. gtn
h. U.Vnder the provisions of NRC contract NRC-02-84-001 dated 3/8/840 the

undersigned participated In subject workshop as consultant to the
participating staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Coauission [NRC).
Other members of the team included seven representatives from the
NRC. four representatives from Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratories under contract to the NRC, and Richard Galster of the
Seattle District, Department of Army, Corps of Engineers, consultant
to the NRC. Lawerence Livermore National Laboratories consulted
with the NRC on selsmotectonic matters and Mr. Richard Galster
consulted with the NRC on engineering geology considerations.

B. The workshop session of Tuesday March 13. 1984 was highlighted by an
overview of geologic characterization activity as well as summaries
of tectonic characterization and lithologic characterization subac-
tivities.

Based on the information presented on Tuesday. March 13, 1984. the
staff discussion session or Wednesday. March 14. 1984, was divided
into two groups in order to accomplish as much of the program review
as possible. One group discussed the broad topic of tectonic models
and the elements and data requirements needed to develop a tectonic
model to adequately predict the performance of BWIP for the life of
the project. The second group discussed the broad range or geophys-
ical topics ranging from the regional magnetotelluric surveys to the
site specific gravity and geophysical logging investigations.

on the evening of Wednesday, March 14. 1984, the NRC prepared written
comments concerning the materials presented by DOE/BWIP Project. On
Thursday. March 15, 1984. these comments were reviewed and discussed
with BWIP project personnel resulting in a final document entitled
ONRC COMfMEMTS' transmitted to DOB on the afternoon of Thursday.
March 15 1984.

C. Tn order to acquaint the undersigned with the current status of the
project. copy of RHO-BW-STl9 entitled "Preliminary Interpretation of
the Tectonic Stability of the Reference Repository Locations Cold
Creek Syncline Hanford Sitno" ldted March, 1983 was furnished for
information purposes.

That report plus previous experience on the Hanford Reservation
provided the undersigned with a basis for his participation in the
workshop.
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D. The staff discussion of Wednesday, March 14, 1984, allowed for close
interchange between the NRC staff, their consultants, and the RHO
staff and management. This Interchange appeared to be quite open and
allowed for In depth discussions of the information compiled to date
by the BWIP geophysical investigations and the methods and plans for
ongoing and future geophysical investigations. The RHO staff appears
to have developed a reasonable and relatively complete program for
investigating the RRL and the control area around the RRL. Efforts
are being made to develop a full and integrated interpretation of
all of the geophysical data in order to understand the significant
structural and tectonic features found In the vicinity of the Hanford
Reservation.

2. DT8CUSSIONS OF QEOPHXSTCPAL DNTRT

Geophysical programs reviewed include the magnetotelluric study, Yakima
Barricade and RRL gravity data, aeromagnetic data, ground magnetic data,
proposed acquisition of seismic refraction data, seismic reflection data
reprocessing. and borehole geophysical data.

RI Nagnetotellurtes

Magnetotelluric data acquired in 1981 continua to be assessed by RHO
personnel and their subcontractor EMEX [Emerald Exploration]. No
data have been acquired since the 1981 survey. MT Is currently
being used by many other investigators to look at the deep structures
beneath the Columbia plateau: as a result many non-exclusive surveys
are currently available for purchase. The quality of the data
acquired by Geotronics in the 1981 MT survey has been downgraded by
RHO to fair to poor. RHO were the first people to collect MT data
on the Columbia plateau, and since that time there have been
significant advances in the technique, particularly in the area of
realtime processing in the field where data In now available for
Inspection at the time of the survey. In this manner, cultural
noise, now determined to be excessive on the initial survey, can be
more appropriately assessed. Typical MT data are now remote
referenced in the field on a routine basis; also longer recording
times are being used. All of these factors combined lead to a
characterization of the early BWIP data of fair to poor quality In
comparison with the state of the art improvements and developments
of the MT technique.

The current interpretation of the MT data in considered to be
relative defining a sequence of alternately conductive and resistive
layers. Revised interpretation maps are in the form of depth
contours to either resistivity maxima or minima. The depth to layer
3, the resistive layer beneath the basalts, appears similar to the
gravity map with the general north to south structural high located
beneath the Columbia Plateau. This feature Is more aptly referred
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to as a trend rather than a structure. It should be pointed out
that this recently revised MT interpretation has not been thoroughly
correlated with gravity data for the Columbia Plateau area.

RHO plans for additional work are based upon their observation that
data quality can be improved immensely as evidenced by exclusive and
non-exclusive surveys available for purchase. In fact, Rockwell
intends to acquire an existing non-exclusive data set covering the
area east and southeast of the Pasco basin Including some more
detailed data along the RAW alignment southeast of Wallula Gap.
This data purchase is planned for FY 1984 followed by sone site
specific MT survey work in FY 1985 and perhaps FY 1986. The plans
for the additional MT work Involve acquisition of a perimeter data
base, that is tying the MT data to existing basalt areas and
structures surrounding the Pasco Basin. inittal surveys are planned
along the RAW strucLuro to determine its relationship to the Pasco
Basin. If these surveys are successful, additional MT data will be
acquired along the RAW alignment as well as the Yakima fold belt in
order to determine the characteristics of the fold structure at
depth.

It will be difficult to acquire high quality MT data In the vicinity
of the Pasco Basin due to thn susceptiblity of MT to cultural noise
such as pumps and power lines. RHO should clearly define the
objectives of any additional MT survey, the intended usp nt MT
survey data, and acceptable cultural noise levels prior to the start
of any field program. Unless some of the MT stations from the
previous survey are reoccupied and the data verified, it is recom-
mended that the previoRs MT survey be dismissed and not used in any
further discussions of deep structures beneath the Columbia plateau.

The Interpretation of MT data could be improved by 3D modeling
utilizing static or near surface electrical corrections which would
serve to define lateral changes in the MT data. Some DC resistivity
or borehole resistivity data around an MT site would help to control
the modeling process. Transient EM is another technique which
should be evaluated as to its applicability for providing near
surface electrical control.

B. Regional Gravity

A significant factor In evaluating tectonic models is the potential
for strlke slip movement along the RAW alignment in the vicinity of
the regional north/south trending gravity gradient along the weut
side of the Pasco Basin. Modeling of the existing gravity data
would still permit a 2-3 kilometer right lateral motion along RAW.
However, the density of gravity stations in the vicinity of the
northwest end of Rattlesnake Ridge, In the fnively basin area, and
to the northwest is relatively sparse and needs to be improved
before any definitive conclusions can be reached as to relative
strike slip motion along RAW.
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Rockwellis plans for additional gravity data on a regional basis
have not been formalized but apparently will involve collection of
gravity data at proposed MT stations as well as fill in data along
Yakima Ridge which will in part satisfy the requirement for addi-
tional gravity data as previously described. These data may be
critical to constraining the tectonic model for the plateau and
should be collected in the near future rather than post FYr1985 as
informally scheduled by RHO.

Rockwell is presently identifying data needs on a regional basis and
is compiling a statewide data base in cooperation with the uSaS and
the State of Washington. This compilation is long overdue and
should have been one of the first steps in any regional investigation
of the Columbia Plateau. Such a database was compiled by Weston
Geophysical for WPPSS approximately four years ago.

Rockwell also proposes to acquire gravity data in what they call the
"analog study area", that Is an area located on the southern slope
of Saddle mountains where basalt structures are "known" to exist.
Therefore, RHO will be acquiring gravity data which can be correlated
with "known" structures. According to Rockwell this will help them
assess gravity data at locations of interest, such as the location
where Werner deconvolution solutions of aeromagnetic profile data
indicate faults or other structures.

C. Seismic Refractlion Survey

Rockwell proposes to obtain seismic refraction data along a 200
kilometer line oriented southwest to northeast extending from south-
west of RAW near Brickleton across the Pasco Basin to Othello. Data
will be acquired along this line during FY 1984 by the USGS in
accordance with the field plan developed jointly by RHO and Walter
Mooney of the USGS. There will be 100 stations located along this
200 kilometer long line with 4 shot points, each point to be shot
twice to obtain seismic refraction data along the entire 200 kilo-
meter long line. The spacing of recording geophones will average
about 1 kilometer but will be concentrated at the intermediate
distances in order to measure velocities of the relatively thin
layers at depth as indicated by the MT survey. Of particular
Interest would be the thickness of the basalt and the velocity of
any materials underlying the basalt. The seismic line Is orientated
SW-RE to investigate an apparent trough in the top of the the 6
kilometer per second layer as obtained from time series (residual]
analysis of arrivals from controlled blasts in quarries and at other
locations in the Pasco Basin. The top of the 6 kilometer per second
layer correlates to the top of the highly conductive layer 4 deter-
mined by the MT survey.
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*ccording to Al Rohay, Rockwell seismologist, the seismic refraction
survey is to be conducted at night to minimize seismic noise; seis-
mometers are to be burled to a depth of approximately 3 feet in
order to further minimize the noise problem. Seismic energy will be
generated [below the water table] by explosive charges up to 4000
lbs. at depths of 200 feet in drilled shot holes. Because of the
velocity structure of the Hanford Reservation area within the Ringold
Formation, that is alternating high and low velocity layers, it was
recommended to Rockwell that seismic shots be located in basalt or
at the top of basalt and not in the overlying sediments. The
velocity structure within the Ringold Formation tends to rapidly
attenuate transmission of seismic energy to and from the basalt
surface, therefore, it is recommended that seismic energy sources be
located in the basalt to help insure the acquisition of high quality
seismic refraction data. This may be economically accomplished by
selecting shothole locations in areas of relatively shallow basalt.

The attenuation of seismic waves traveling through the Ringold and
overlying materials in the Pasco Basin could produce an interpreta-
tion problem unless the thickness of the low velocity overburden
sediments are accomodated in the travel time analysis. Velocity
corrections for the overburden sediments could be obtained from
previous seismic refraction surveys across the Hanford Reservation
or by use of borehole seismometers positioned at the basalt surface
at the same location where surface seismometers are located, thereby
giving a direct time correction.

D. ~Qpqhystcal Logo

Geophysical logs are only one oF the suite of techniques being used
by Rockwell to correlate Ringold and other overburden stratigraphy
from hole to hole throughout the RRL area. The geophysical logs and
such other techniques as cuttings, sieve analysis, paloomarker
horizons indicate very little structural relief across the RRL.
However, it is noted by RHO personnel that the Ringold correlation
established for the RRI. area differs to some extent from the corre-
lation established for the skagit/lHanford Project area to the east.

.ugnqL1e 4fd qravlt. Invertlj1tlo-
ydroloalc Darrier-Yakima Barricade Area

The hydrologic barrier in the vicinity of Yakima Barricade has been
studied using aeromagnetic, ground magnetic gravity and strati-
graphic data. R significant difference in hydraulic head has been
observed between boreholes DR-11 to the west of the Yakima Barricade
anomaly, and RRL-8 to the east of the Yakima Barricade anomaly.
Ground gravity and ground magnetic data define a north/south trending
zone of relatively steep gradients which appear to coincide with
dike solution D3-12 on the aeromagnetic data acquired by Rockwell.
The Yakima Barricade anomaly is located just to the northwest of the
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so called Nancy linear. an aeromagnetic feature identified during
the VPPSS site Investigations. The northeast trending Nancy linear
does not directly coincide with any of the Werner deconvolution
solutions to magnetic features Identified on the RHO aeromagnetic
contour map.

RHO has modeled the gravity data using John Cady's (USGS] method of
62-1/2' dimensional modeling based on the Talwani algorithm.
Modeling of the gradient which makes up the Yakima Barricade anomaly
yields either a monoclinal or fault solution: the faulted model
provides a slightly better fit to the gravity data. The gravity
data have been modeled using a density contrast of .35g/CM3.

Borehole gravity data acquired by the USGS [Steve Robbins] using a
Lacoste-Romberg borehole gravity meter indicate thick low density
upper Ringold material in borehole RRL-8 which may account for the
gravity low in that area. The thick low density upper Ringold
material appears to be continuous across this area based on the
stratigraphic correlations.

Modelling of the ground magnetic data also indicates that a fault
model may satisfy the data better than a monoclinical fold model.

Based on the location of the geophysical anomalies, borehole DH-27
and T)H-28 were located on opposite sides of the anomaly. in borehole
DH-27 to the west of the anomaly the basal Ringold and Elephant
Mountain basalt were absent, whereas in DH 28 to the east of the
anomaly the Elephant Mountain Basalt and basal Ringold were present.
Interpretations of the stratigraphic correlation indicate some
deformation of the basalt surface during deposition of Lower Ringold.
This deformation apparently termlnated by Middle Ringold since the
upper contact of the Middle Ringold 4 flat across this area.

In summary. geophysical as well as stratigraphic data in the vicinity
of the Yakima Barricade anomaly do not preclude faulting between
boreholes DH-27 and DH-28. Paultnd models or the geophymical data
provide a slightly better fl. than unfaulted models. The location
and identification of Yakima Barricade anomaly is not necessarily
inconsistent with the trend and location of the Nancy Linear. The
causative structure for the Nancy Linear may be an entirely seperate
and distinct structure from that causing the Yakima Barricade
anomaly. In addition, the aeromagnetic may be sensing a structure
deeper than the top of basalt.

P. seoimic Reflection

Seismic reflection data along three lines to the west of the 200
West area have been reprocessed by EMBX (Emerald Exploration] under
contract to RHO. The data were reprocessed using conventional
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processing: raw velocity scans were obtained at every CDP, Deconvo-
lution tests and migration seem to make little difference In the

reprocessing. ~Applied Research Concepts from Houston provided
statics from the refraction data; automatic statics were also used.
The key element in the reprocessing was the development of synthetic
seismograms, based or. VsP and check-shot surveys, In this way
velocity profiles were developed and correlated with lfthologic
logs: these indicated that the significant reflectors wore occurring
at the base of the basalt and within the Ringold where the largest
acoustic impedance contrasts occur. Tho reporcessing was completed
on October 1, 1983: a detailed contractor report on the reprocessing
will be published in the near future. Unfortunately, ErEX did not
have access to the row field tapes. Reflection data provided to
HzX were already summed. For the reprocessing effort. VSP data
were acquired by Birdwell in three holes, RL-2. RL-3. RL-4.

One of the lines reprocessed by EMaX was the western portion of Line
79-3, which crosses the area of the Nancy linear and Yakima Barricade
anomaly. The quality of the reprocessed reflection data decreased
from good in the vicinity of borehole RML8 to the east of the Yakima
Barricade anomaly to poor in the vicinity of boreholes DR-27 and
DB-ll to the west or the Yakima Barricade anomaly. in fact, no
continuous reflectors could be identified on the record section.
This may be due to the thick low velocity Ringold and younger sedi-
ments in this area.

Other reprocessed seismic data showed some improvement as described
in BWIP bulletin 9B-84-001 entitled "Seismic Data Reprocessing
Results." As noted in the eHrP bulletin. two anomalies have been
identified. one on Line 5 and one on Line 8, which If connected
would define a northeast to southwest linear through the area of the
exploratory shaft. As noted on page 2 of the SWIP bulletin, the
identified features on the seismic reflection record could be related
to any one or a combination of five factors.

Prior to conducting the planned additional reflection surveys in the
RRL area, RHO is looking further into reprocessing and the potential
greater use of reflection data. Accordingly. they plan to conduct a
testing program in FY 1984-1985 with which to verify the method.
This testing program will be conducted in the areas of good borehole
control where VEP data have been obtained. Different energy sources
will be used on the surface, including explouives and It is
Rockwell's intent to collect both reflection and refraction data
simultaneously. If this program is successful, additional surveys
on a grided basis within the RRL will likely be conducted in PY 1986
with later surveys outside of the RRL. During fiscal year 1984
seismometers will be installed In some of the boreholes within the
RRL as part of the seismic surveillance program [microearthquakes].
Prior to the installation of these borehole seismometers, YSP
surveys are planned.

i, k
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processingi raw velocity scans were obtained at every CDP. Deconvo-
lution tests and migration seem to make little difference In the
reprocessing. Applied Research Concepts from Houston provided
statics from the refraction data: automatic statics were also used.
The key element in the reprocessing was the development of synthetic
seismograms, based or. VSP and check-shot surveys. rn this way
velocity profiles were developed and correlated with lithologic
logst thest indicated that the significant reflectors were occurring
at the base of the basalt and within the Ringold where the largest
acoustic impedance contrasts occur. The reporcessing was completed
on October 1. 1983: a detailed contractor report on the reprocessing
will be published in the near future. Unfortunately, VEX did not
have access to the raw field tapes. Reflection data provided to
IMMX were already summed. For the reprocessing effort, VSP data
were acquired by Birdwell in three holes, RL-2. RL-3. RL-4.

One of the lines reprocessed by EMEX was the western portion of Line
79-3. which crosses the area of the Nancy linear and Yakima Barricade
anomaly. The quality of the reprocessed reflection data decreased
from good in the vicinity of borehole RRL8 to the east of the Yakima
Barricade anomaly to poor in the vicinity of boreholes DH-27 and
DB-ll to the west or the Yakima Barricade anomaly. In fact, no
continuous reflectors could be Identified on the record section.
This may be due to the thick low velocity Ringold and younger sedi-
ments in this area.

Other reprocessed seismic data showed some improvement as described
in BWIP bulletin BB-84-001 entitled *seismic Data Reprocessing
Results." As noted in the BWIP bulletin, two anomalies have been
identified, one on Line 5 and one on Line 8. which if connected
would define a northeast to southwest linear through the area of the
exploratory shaft. hs noted on page 2 of the BWZP bulletin, the
Identified features on the seismic reflection record could be related
to any one or a combination of five factors.

Prior to conducting the planned additional reflection surveys in the
RRL area, RHO is looking further into reprocessing and the potential
greater use of reflection data. Accordingly, they plan to conduct a
testing program In FY 1984-1985 with which to verify the method.
This testing program will be conducted In the areas of good borehole
control where VSP data have been obtained. Different energy sources
will be used on the murface. including explosives, and it Is
Rockwell's intent to collect both reflection and refraction data
simultaneously. rf this program is successful. additional surveys
on a grided basis within the RRL will likely be conducted in FY 1986
with later surveys outside of the RRL. During fiscal year 1984
seismometers will be Installed In some of the boreholes within the
RRL as part of the seismic surveillance program Cmicroearthquakes).
Prior to the installation of these borehole seismometers. VsP
surveys are planned.
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Go Gravity Matnetic Surveys - RRL

RHO has acquired gravity data along a 500 foot grid within the
western part of the RRL. Gravity data have been collected both by
Rockwell and Microgeophysics. using Worden and Lacoste-Romberg
gravity moters using plane table survey which provides elevation
accuracy to .2 to .3 of a foot. one of the key questions to be
examined during the data review will be the merging of the various
gravity data sets.

It is RHO's intent to finish the gridded survey within the RRL in
fiscal years 1984 and 1985. The control area around the RRL is
scheduled to be completed in fiscal year 1985. As noted earlier,
Rockwell also plans to acquire gravity data in the "analog study
area" where bedrock structures are known, to provide a basis for
comparison with RRL.

Ground magnetic data will be acquired in a parallel effort with the
ground gravity data in the RRL. Profiles will be obtained along
selected grid lines as well as other data obtained in the control
area. Also, ground magnetic data will be acquired over known struc-
tures in the analog study area for comparison with the RRL.

3. RyPPLM4WARY- COHMM

A. Anomaly Status Elle

To take advantage of the information obtained in the various
geophysical data sets, and to form a basis of regional interpreta-
tionsr a combined and integrated Interpretation by different
disciplines is necessary. This approach has been appropriately
adopted by Rockwell to asses some of the geophysical features in
Hanford Reservation area: the most prominent example Is the RHO
study of the Yakima Barricade anomaly.

In order to further this philosophy of a combined and Integrated
interpretation. Rockwell is developing an "anomaly status file" to
track the geophysical anomalies. Geophysical anomalies will be
identified and then assessed as to their potential implications
through a joint review by geophysicists, geologists and hydrologists.
A fully documented assessment may permit evaluation of the signifi-
cance of individual anomalies, or groups of anomalies, to be
integrated Into the development and interpretation of structural,
tectonic and hydrologic models. At present these files are being
developed and a framework for classification is being established.
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Bo' CUrrent Planning-Effort

RHO is currently involved in a major effort to prepare program plans

for the next few years of investigation of the 
RRL. At present. RHO

does not have a peer review committee within their organization,

although C08 does have vuch a committee. Rockwell does have plans

for an external peer review consulting group to be established in

fiscal year 1985.

C. Scheduling

RO's geophysical data acquisition programs are scheduled over the

next two to three fiscal years. it would be helpful for the NRC

review panel and consultants to examine a planning document which

covers all types of geophysical investigations and Includes a

rationale for the prioritization of various surveys. 
it would seem

appropriate that this type of overview Is necessary at the present

time, not only for the WRC review but to insure 
that RHO meets all

of their program objectives.
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